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Since 1958, we and our customers 
have had a burning ambition to solve 

problems related to snow and ice. With a long 
history of Norwegian winters, with plenty of snow, 

we have accumulated a vast amount of 
knowledge and expertise.

We still develop and manufacture all 
our products at our plant in Reinsvoll, Norway.

Not only are our products the result of our extensive 
knowledge and expertise, 

they are also born of a tremendous 
sense of pride and willpower.

WE MAKE WINTER EASY

Our aim is to  
make life easier during the 

winter. 
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SNOW
LOADING
Are you aware of the advantages provided by loading snow with a snow 
blower instead of a bucket?
Firstly, the snow blower is much quicker at loading snow onto the vehicle. With a 
Tokvam 260 Monster SE, you can fill a lorry in less than 30 seconds. Using a bucket 
would take about 10-20 times longer. Moreover, the snow is much more compacted 
when using a snow blower, so you can fill each lorry with double as much snow as 
with a bucket. A 50% reduction in lorry loads and more efficient loading provide 
substantial savings both economically and environmentally. 
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TWO-STAGE BLOWERS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY260 THS MONSTER SE

The Monster is a high capacity, thoroughly tested two-
stage blower for tractors with up to 300 HP. The 260 
THS Monster is the perfect snow-blower for opening 
up roads and loading snow onto trucks. It can also 
be rear mounted for continual snow removal when 
this operation requires high capacity. The Monster is 
available with a vast array of accessories, allowing us to 
provide you with a customised snow-blower. 
Impressive range of equipment and 
powerful!
The 260 THS Monster SE is a large and powerful snow-blower for 
front push mounting or rear pull*. The perfect device for loading snow, 
widening and opening up roads. The side wings can be detached, allowing 
the large intake auger with a diameter of 85 cm to dig out a way for the 
rest of the snow-blower, preventing the snow blower from oversteering 
the tractor. The 260 THS Monster SE is also powerful as a rear-mounted, 
traditional snow-blower, with an impressive capacity (up to 1,700 tons per 
hour). 
* Can also be supplied for rear push, but this does not allow combination 
with front mounting or rear pull. 

Optional equipment:
• Hydraulic side wing, right-hand side (+5 to +40cm)
• XL side wing, right (+19 cm)
• XL side wing, left (+13 cm)
• Telescopic loading chute with chute height of 280 or 350 cm.
• Additional chute extension, providing discharging height of 380 or 410 cm. 
• Spring releaser (for three-point attachment for rear pull)
• Variable adjustment wheels (18 x 7-8 solid support wheels)
• Ice blade/perforated blade
• Automatic chain tensioner

Working width: 275/260 cm* 
Impeller diameter: 105 cm
Impeller depth: 45 cm
Intake auger: 85 cm
Weight: 1,850 kg
Power 
requirement: 160 - 300 HP**
PTO: 1,000 rpm 
Spline: 1 ¾”
Attachment: 3-point

* 275 cm with fitted side wings. 260 cm without.
** Depends on utilisation

260 THS SE 

Highest capacity 
on the market!
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256 THS FLEXTWO-STAGE BLOWERS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

Working width: 256 cm 
Impeller diameter: 85 cm
Impeller depth: 36 cm
Intake auger: 65 cm open
 double/toothed 
Weight: 1,200 kg
Power 
requirement: From 110 HP
PTO: pulling/pushing 540 rpm
 front mount 1,000 rpm
Spline: 1 ¾” 
Attachment: 3-point 

256 THS

The most flexible snow-blower on the market! The 256 
THS Flex is available for rear pull, rear push and front 
mounting as standard. When combined with our wide 
range of accessories, this snow-blower can be utilised 
for all types of snow clearing jobs. If you are looking for 
a powerful snow-blower with high capacity, numerous 
options and areas of application, this is the perfect product!
The 256 THS Flex is a modern two-stage snow-blower with numerous 
options. It can be pulled or pushed behind a vehicle or mounted on front - as 
standard. It has an open, double, intake auger with teeth. This provides higher 
capacity, a more regular intake flow and smoother motion and it crushes 
lumps and provides lower fuel consumption per cubic metre of snow. With 
automatic torque limiter instead of shear bolt (optional equipment), you 
no longer have to get out to replace the shear bolt in a snow storm. The 
256 Flex comes with a high standard of equipment; double hydraulic chute 
deflector, Hardox wear steel on the side wings, Hardox side guard (see 
image) and Hardox wear plates on the skid shoes. With optional equipment 
such as hydraulic side wings and telescopic loading chute (ref. page 4 for 
more info. about snow loading), you can adapt the 256 THS Flex to your 
needs. With high capacity and a full range of equipment, this is currently one 
of the most advanced and flexible snow-blowers in its class on the market.

Optional equipment:
Automatic chain tensioner
Automatic torque limiter
Variable adjustment wheels (18 x 7-8 solid support wheels)
Hydraulic side wing, right-hand side (+5 to 35 cm)
Extra width, hydraulic side wing (only for maintenance of ploughed roads, + 
20.5 cm)
Side cutter right side (+ 8 cm width, 150 cm height)
Side cutter left side (+ 8 cm width, 150 cm height)
Spring-loaded releaser (for rear pull)
Ice blade/perforated blade
Loading chute: Chute height: 380 cm (normal height: 196 cm)
Telescopic loading chute: Chute height 275 or 345 cm
Extra chute extension Extra height of 30cm.

Top range flexibility 
and innovation
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255 THS BIG SE TWO-STAGE BLOWERS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

A firm favourite which has now had a facelift (SE 
= second edition). The new design for the impeller 
and intake auger has allowed for a major increase 
in capacity. A thoroughly tested snow-blower with 
numerous options. The drive line has been modified to 
withstand impact. 

The 255 Big SE is a strong snow-blower that has been subjected to 
numerous tests and has consistently shown excellent scraping capacity. 
It has a solid design for tough operation. It comes with double hydraulic 
chute deflector and skid shoes with Hardox wear steel as standard. You 
can also add on optional hydraulic side wings for variable adjustment of 
working width.

Optional equipment:
Side wing, right-hand side, with Hardox wear steel (+12 cm)
Side wing, left-hand side, with Hardox wear steel (+12 cm)
Hydraulic side wing, right-hand side (+5 to 35 cm)
Extra width, hydraulic side wing (only for maintenance of ploughed roads, + 
20.5 cm)
Wheels (LP140-6 solid support wheels) 
Spring releaser (for three-point attachment)
Ice blade/perforated blade
Automatic chain tensioner
Extra chute extension Extends by 30 cm

Working width: 255 cm 
Impeller diameter: 85 cm
Impeller depth: 36 cm
Intake auger: 44 cm
Weight: 1,100 kg
Power 
requirement: From 100 HP
PTO: 540 rpm 
Spline: 1 ¾” 
Attachment: 3-point 

255 THS

A safe choice! 5-year 
guarantee on gearbox
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241 THS FLEXTWO-STAGE BLOWERS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

The flexible version of the 240 THS. The 241 THS Flex is 
available for rear pull, rear push and front mounting as 
standard. It also has many of the fully tested solutions 
we know and love from the 240 THS. If you need a 
flexible and functional medium-sized snow blower which 
provides the well-known Tokvam quality, then pick the 
241 THS.

Optional equipment:
Hydraulic chute deflector
Extra deflector flap
Side wing, right-hand side (+12 cm)
Side wing, left-hand side (+12 cm)
Hydraulic side wing, right-hand side (+5 to 35 cm)
Extra width, hydraulic side wing (only for maintenance of ploughed roads, + 
20.5 cm)
Loading chute: Loading height 308 cm (normal height: 188 cm)
Wheel (18 x 7-8 solid support wheel)
Wear steel plates for skid shoes (Hardox)
Wear steel on sides of snow-blower (Hardox)
Ice blade/perforated blade
Spring releaser
Automatic chain tensioner
Automatic torque limiter
Side guard

Working width: 240 cm 
Impeller diameter: 75 cm 
Impeller depth: 28 cm 
Intake auger: 44 cm, toothed
Weight: 1,000 kg 
Power 
requirement:  From 70 HP 
PTO: pulling/pushing 540 rpm
 front mount 1,000 rpm 
Spline: 1 ¾” 
Attachment: 3-point 

241 THS FLEX 

Flexibility in a smaller 
package
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220THS Proff  / 240 THS TWO-STAGE BLOWERS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

A powerful two-stage snow-blower in the medium-sized segment 
that has been market leader for several years. Recommended from 
70 HP and up. Extremely efficient for wet, heavy snow. Excellent 
scraping capacity, leaving a smooth, flat road surface behind.
The snow-blower comes as standard with adjustable skid shoes and reversible 
Hardox wear steel, according to the standard established by the Norwegian 
Public Roads Administration. Optional equipment includes hydraulic adjustable 
side wings for variable regulation of extra working width, from 5 to 35 cm. 

Optional equipment:
Hydraulic chute deflector
Extra chute deflector flap
Side wing, right-hand side (+12 cm)
Side wing, left-hand side (+12 cm)
Hydraulic side wing, 
right-hand side (+5 to 35 cm)

Recommended for smaller tractors and for those who need a 
two-stage, high-quality snow-blower. The 220THS is reasonably 
priced without compromising on quality. This snow-blower is 
thought to have the highest capacity among competing devices.

It comes as standard with Hardox wear steel, according to the standard 
established by the Norwegian Public Roads Administration. Hydraulic 
rotation of chute, adjustable skid shoes, three-point attachment and 
integrated triangle attachment are all standard. 

220THS

Working width:   220 cm   240 cm  
Impeller diameter:   75 cm   75 cm
Impeller depth:   28 cm   28 cm
Intake auger:   44 cm   44 cm
Weight:   800 kg   840 kg 
Power requirement:  From 70 HP  From 70 HP 
PTO:   540 rpm  540 rpm
Spline   1 ¾”   1 ¾”
Attachment:   3-point   3-point

Working width:  220 cm
Impeller diameter:  70 cm
Impeller depth:   28 cm
Intake auger:   35 cm
Weight:   680 kg
Power requirement: From 40 HP
PTO:   540 rpm
Spline   1 ¾”
Attachment:  3-point and
  Triangular/A-frame

220 THS 

220 THS Proff / 240 THS 

Optional equipment:
Hydraulic chute deflector
Extra chute deflector flap
Side wing, right-hand side (+12 cm)
Ice blade/perforated blade
Loading chute

Extra width, hydraulic side wing (only for 
maintenance of ploughed roads, + 20.5 cm)
Wheel (LP140-6 solid support wheel)
Ice blade/perforated blade
Wear steel plates for skid shoes (Hardox)
Wear steel on sides of snow-blower (Hardox)

The market leader! 5-year 
guarantee on gearbox
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F130 / F150 / F180 / F160 PRO  
F200 PRO / F220 PRO

 F-MODELS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

Our compact front-mounted snow-blowers are the 
perfect device for clearing walkways, access routes, 
astroturf pitches, golf courses and other areas where 
low weight, high throw length, difficult snow and small 
working widths. Can be used with the majority of 
compact carriers and smaller wheel loaders from 1 to 6 
tons!
 
The design of the F models is based on the two-stage principle. The 
snow-blower is either front mounted or rear pushed, and comes with 
either mechanical or hydraulic operation. All the models are fitted with a 
double, open intake auger providing extremely regular and high intake to 
the chute impeller. The perforated design breaks down hard, compacted 
snow. The open sides on the snow-blower prevent oversteering the 
carrier. The F design snow-blowers are extremely flexible and can be 
mounted on most carriers. Their capacity and throw length put them at 
the top of the market (up to 25 and 40 metres respectively). Choose from 
a wide range of optional equipment to customise your snow-blower to 
your needs. You can choose from a light model range for smaller carriers 
or a PRO series for larger carriers. The PRO series is designed for tougher 
jobs which require more power from the carriers in addition to higher 
capacity and throw length.

Can handle all types of 
snow, fantastic snow 
throwing capacity and first-
class reliability.  
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F130 / F150 / F180 / F160 PRO  
F200 PRO / F220 PRO

F-MODELS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

Working width:  130 cm  150 cm   180 cm 
Impeller diameter: 42 cm  42 cm  42 cm
Intake auger: 50 cm  50 cm   50 cm  
Weight: 240 kg  260 kg  280 kg  
Power requirement: 25 - 45 HP  25 - 45 HP  25 - 45 HP 
PTO:   540, 1,000 or 2,000 rpm
Spline  1 3/8”  1 3/8”   1 3/8” 

Working width: 160 cm 200 cm  220 cm
Impeller diameter: 55 cm  55 cm  55 cm 
Intake auger: 65 cm  65 cm   65 cm
Weight: 460 kg 490 kg  670 kg
Power requirement: 40 - 70 HP 40 - 70 HP  40 - 70 HP
PTO:  540, 1,000 or 2,000 rpm 
Spline: 1 3/4”  1 3/4”  1 3/4” 
Attachment:  Optional Flexi attachments (optional equipment)

Working width 130 cm  150 cm   180 cm 
Impeller diameter:  42 cm  42 cm   42 cm 
Intake auger:  50 cm  50 cm    50 cm
Weight:  240 kg  260 kg    280 kg
Oil requirement:         55-75 l/min - 180-210 bar
Carrier:              1 - 3 tons  
Attachment:     Optional Flexi attachment (optional equipment)

Working width: 160 cm  200 cm  220 cm
Impeller diameter:  55 cm  55 cm  55 cm
Intake auger:  65 cm  65 cm   65 cm
Weight:  460 kg  490 kg    670 kg
Oil requirement:         100-180 l/min – 190-350 bar
Carrier:                      3 - 6 tons 
Attachment:   Optional Flexi attachment (optional equipment)

 F130THS / F150THS / F180THS

F160THS Pro / F200THS Pro / F220THS Pro

F130H / F150H / F180H

F160H Pro / F200H Pro / F220H Pro

Optional equipment:
Hydraulic chute deflector
Hydraulic chute deflector for machines with only 1 double-
action outlet (including spool valve)
Wheel (LP140-6 support wheel)
Side-fitted knives (to cut high snowdrifts)
PTO-shaft (THS)
Flexi attachment
Hydraulic hoses and connections for operations (H models)
Loading chute

Mechanical models

Hydraulic models
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H-MODELS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

Hydraulic snow-blowers designed for medium-sized 
wheel loaders and carriers of 3-8 tons. These models are 
designed for users who require a strong snow-blower for 
a large range of applications, from walkways and access 
routes, to clearing major roads, car parks and industrial 
areas. We particularly recommend our range of H models, 
with their robust construction, for areas where the 
snow-blower may have to deal with stones, manholes, 
pavements and other obstructions.
With varying working widths, hydraulic requirement and attachments, 
we have designed a snow-blower which can be used on the majority of 
carriers with high hydraulic capacity. Choose from a wide range of optional 
equipment to customise your snow-blower to your needs. Hydraulic two-
stage snow-blowers designed for carriers from 3 to 8 tons. These snow-
blowers require high hydraulic capacity (from 130 l per min – 190 bar). 
The snow-blowers have a high capacity and an extremely robust design to 
withstand major impact. The H models are designed with fixed sides and a 
solid chassis to handle rough operations. Both chute models are fitted with 
hydraulic operation of the chute rotation and chute deflector as standard. 
The shear bolts are easy to reach.

Optional equipment:
Side wing, right-hand side (+12 cm)
Side wing, left-hand side (only for Pro models, + 12 cm) 
Hydraulic side wing + 5 to 35 cm (only for Pro models)
Standard chute: Chute height 188 cm
Loading chute: Chute height 308 cm 
Extra chute deflector flap
Attachment (optional)
Wear steel on side wing (Hardox)
Wear steel on sides of snow-blower (Hardox)
Ice blade/perforated blade

150 H / 180 H / 200 H
220 H / 220 H PRO / 240 H PRO

Working width: 150 cm 180 cm 200 cm 220 cm 
Impeller diameter:  65 cm  65 cm 65 cm 65 cm
Intake auger:  35 cm  35 cm 35 cm 35 cm
Weight:  630 kg 675 kg 710 kg 740 kg 
Oil requirement:                        130 l/min - 190 bar 
Attachment:                       Optional (extra equipment)

Working width:  220 cm  240 cm
Impeller diameter: 75 cm  75 cm
Intake auger:  44 cm  44 cm
Weight:  950 kg  980 kg
Oil requirement:  180 /min - 190 bar
Attachment: Optional (extra equipment)

150H / 180H / 200H / 220H

220H Pro / 240H Pro

Robust and reliable 

For carriers from 3-8 tons

For carriers from 3-5 tons
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262 MonsterV V-BLOWERS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

Removes up to 1,900 tons of snow per hour. A large 
tractor, a lot of snow, high speeds – this snow blower 
will do the job. It can also be used as a replacement for 
a high-throwing snow plough – for snow you only aim 
to plough once. The ideal machine for clearing large 
volumes of snow at low speeds, or smaller volumes of 
snow at high speeds. Can be fitted with hydraulic side 
wings for variable adjustment of working width of up to 
330 cm. A wide range of optional equipment provides for 
the perfect tool.

The 262 MonsterV is a very large and powerfully built V-blower for 
tractors with propulsion in excess of 180 HP. Perfect for clearing 
mountain roads, forest tracks and icy roads with large volumes of snow. 
Can also be used for normal road clearing where it is difficult to remove 
the snow due to high sections and snow plough edges. Fitted as standard 
with Hardox wear steel and two Hardox skid shoes at the back and one 
on each side at the front. The side steel complies with the standard 
established by the Norwegian Public Roads Administration. Can be fitted 
with a wide range of optional equipment, including puncture-proof wheels 
at the side and back. 3-point is adapted to both category 2 and 3 bolts.

Optional equipment:
Hydraulic side wing on right
Hydraulic side wing on left
Telescopic loading chute with discharging height of 280 or 350 cm.
Additional chute extension, providing discharging height of 380 or 410 cm.
Wheel at front (18 x 7-8 solid support wheel)
Wheels at rear, revolving (18 x 7-8 solid support wheels)
Hydraulic operation of skid shoes/wheels
Ice blade/perforated blade (side steel)

Working width:  262 -330* cm 
Impeller diameter:  105 cm
Impeller depth:  45 cm
No. of feeding vanes:  6 
Weight:  1,600 kg
Power requirement:  From 180 HP to 350 HP
PTO:  1,000 rpm
Spline: 1 3/4”
Attachment:  3-point (categories 2 and 3)
*330 cm with hydraulic side wing right and left hand sides

260 MonsterV

The world's largest V-blower
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252 HSAV-BLOWERS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

Solidly built V snow-blowers for the professional user. 
V-blower with a combination of straight side walls and 
an asymmetric design. An impeller diameter of 850 mm. 
The impeller is equipped with a total of 6 feeding vanes 
strategically positioned to allow for the highest possible 
feed to the impeller. Extremely powerful and functional 
design. The impeller has been fitted as close to the 
ground as possible in order to allow for easy passage 
of snow. The steel wear plates on the impeller provide 
protection and are replaceable.

The Hardox wear steel is fitted with bolts and can be replaced. The wear 
steel on the sides can be moved down a notch when worn out. The wear 
steel in front of the impeller and wear plate under the blower fan are 
the same construction. The snow-blower is supplied ready for fitting of 
wheels. It is reinforced by 3 strong braces on each side wing.

Optional equipment:
NEW! Double wear steel
Wheels – variable adjustment (LP 140-6 solid support wheels)
Skid shoes at rear – variable adjustment
Side wing, right-hand side (+12 cm)
Side wing, left-hand side (+10 cm)
Loading chute (HSA)
Hydraulic chute deflector
Extra chute deflector flap
Wear steel plates for skid shoes at front (Hardox)

Working width: 252 cm
Impeller diameter: 85 cm
Impeller depth: 36 cm
Weight: 775 kg
Power requirement: min. 90 HP
PTO: 540 rpm
Spline: 1 3/4”
Attachment: 3-point

252 HSA

The market leader 
for difficult snow!
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V-BLOWERS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY225 HS

140 MS

This snow-blower is designed for tractors with engines 
from 50 HP and up. It is equipped with Tokvam's thoroughly 
tested system of loose impellers, oblong shaped hole for 
the top bar which allows for good flow in working position 
and "straight" side wings with optimal angle of attack.
The snow-blower chute has hydraulic operation and can rotate 360 
degrees. It is equipped with replaceable wear steel and rear skid 
shoes as standard. This snow-blower is thought to have the highest 
capacity among competing models.

Working width: 225 cm
Impeller diameter:  70 cm
Impeller depth: 28 cm
Weight: 470 kg
Power requirement: 50 - 80 
HP
PTO: 540 rpm
Spline: 1 3/8”
Attachment: 3-point 

Optional equipment:
Skid shoes at front, set
Side wing, right-hand side (+15cm)
Side wing, left-hand side (+15 cm)
Hydraulic chute deflector
Extra chute deflector flap

This mini snow-blower has been designed and thoroughly 
tested for compact tractors with engines from 15 to 35 
HP. (This also depends on the weight of the tractor.) The 
140 MS' simple and weight-efficient design makes it the 
perfect device for mini-tractors with low weight.

On the standard design, the chute can be rotated 180 degrees manually.
Hydraulic rotation of 360 degrees is optional.

Working width: 140 cm
Impeller diameter: 60 cm
Impeller depth: 21 cm
Weight: 170 kg
Power requirement: 15 - 35 HP
PTO: 540 rpm
Spline: 1 3/8”
Attachment: 3-point

Optional 
equipment:
Hydraulic chute rotation
Skid shoes at front, set
Side wings, set (+10 cm x 2)

225 HS

140 MS

A snow-blower for agricultural use, 
with professional performance

V snow-blower for  
compact tractors.
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TO MAKE  
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SPREADERS 
TO MAKE  
WINTER  
EASY

SPREADERS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

Self-loading disc spreaders. The best choice for users 
who intend to use the machine for a combination of 
spreading over open areas, along roads and walkways. 
Variable adjustment of spreader width, 1-10 metres. 
Estimated 20-30% reduction in consumption of 
spreading material than with a traditional roller 
spreader. With a TSA, your carrier becomes more 
efficient and flexible! Suitable for all users who need to 
spread over areas with varying widths and/or for users 
looking for cost-efficient use of spreading material.
Self-loading disc spreader for wheel loaders. The spreader can also 
be loaded from a silo or the like. Tokvam's unique loading system! The 
disc folds up during loading to ensure 100% protection. This means that 
you no longer have to worry about damaging the disc and/or expensive 
hydraulics during loading. The TSA 2100 has, as standard, electronic 
control of spreading volume, spreading width and spreading pattern both 
on the right and left hand sides and directly behind the spreader. The 
spreader can be remote controlled from the driver's cabin. A feeder auger 
transports the spreading material down onto the rotating disc. The feeder 
auger can be operated in reverse, which is a useful function when foreign 
objects cause an obstruction. We recommend the use of pure spreading 
material without fine materials. The machine has not been designed for 
use at high speeds

Optional equipment:
Canopy over container
Extension frames + 600 litres 
Adapter frame 3-point**

Working width: 1-10 m* 
Container volume:  2,100 l
Width:  252 cm
Depth: 132 cm
Height: 170 cm
Weight:  1,070 kg
Oil requirement: From 60-160 l/min -180 bar
Weight when filled: 4,220 kg*** 
Self-loading: Yes 
Hydraulic outlet:  1 double-action
Attachment:  Volvo BM **   
El: 24V 
Weight: 980 kg
Oil requirement: 180 /min - 190 bar

TSA2100

   * Depends on the type of spreading material.
 **TSA 2100: Adapter frame 3-point available as optional equipment,
      but with this option, cannot be used as self-loading
*** Assuming a weight factor of 1.5.

TSA 2100

Unique loading,
large spreading width
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SPREADERS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

SMA 510 / SMA 760
SMA 1100 / SMA 1600

Self-loading spreader with hydraulic operation, with 
design based on the bucket principle. The perfect device 
for users who only need one spreading width and who 
are looking for a simple and operationally reliable tool. 
Can be used with three-point attachment or for front 
loading – the majority of attachments are available.

Our SMA models have seen a number of changes over recent years: We 
have increased the volume capacity for our largest models. We have 
made vast improvements to the flow of all types of material, with more 
accurate settings for volume and different material types. We have made 
the internal box smoother to maximise movement of the material. The 
SMA models have been designed to handle a number of different types of 
spreading material, including gravel and salt. The material is spread using 
a rotating roller. The volume of spreading material is determined by the 
speed of the roller, which in turn is regulated hydraulically using a volume 
control valve. The SMA model comes with a mixing drum as standard, 
ensuring that the spreading material remains in constant movement and 
that any lumps are broken down before reaching the roller. These self-
loading spreaders are for both tractors and wheel loaders. When front 
mounted, the spreader can be filled as an ordinary bucket. When 3-point 
mounted on a tractor, self-loading occurs via a telescopic cylinder. The 
spreader can also be loaded from a silo or the like.

Optional equipment:
NEW! Electronic volume control
Canopy
Attachment
Extra plate to decrease spreading width

Working width: 150 cm 150 cm 200 cm 230 cm
Volume: 500 litres 750 litres 1,100 litres 1,600 litres
Total width: 168 cm 168 cm 212 cm 245 cm
Height: 74 cm 94 cm 97 cm 97 cm
Weight: 225 kg 325 kg 405 kg 535 kg
Weight when filled: 975 kg** 1,450 kg** 2,055 kg** 2,935 kg**
Oil requirement:                        From 10 l/min - 170 bar 
Spreading length 
per filling*: 1.8 km 2.8 km 4.2 km 4.9 km
Attachment:                         Optional (extra equipment)

  * Assuming 200 grams per square metre
** Assuming material density with a weight factor of x1.5 in relation 
to volume

SMA  510 / 760 / 1100 / 1600

Diverse range of models - 
market leader for difficult 
spreading materials!
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SPREADERS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

Extremely powerful, self-loading spreader for wheel 
loaders with hydraulic operation, and design based on 
the bucket principle. A spreading width of 240 cm from 
a total width of 252 cm.

This model is designed to handle a number of different types of spreading 
material, including gravel and salt. The material is spread using a rotating 
roller. The volume of spreading material is determined by the speed of 
the roller, which in turn is regulated hydraulically by a volume control 
valve (standard). The rubber plate next to the roller is spring loaded and 
can easily be adjusted to open up to 60 mm. Remote control from the 
driver's seat is available (optional). The SMA 2400 comes with a mixing 
drum as standard, ensuring that the spreading material remains in 
constant movement and that any lumps are broken down before reaching 
the roller. Front-mounted on a wheel loader. As an option, you can order 
an adapter frame to 3-point-attachment for a large tractor, but cannot be 
used as self-loading with this option.

Optional equipment:
Canopy over container
Extension frame + 600 litres
Adapter frame BM – 3-point
Extra plate to limit spreading width
Remote control of spreading volume

Length:  175 cm
Width:  252 cm
Height: 132 cm
Spreading width: 240 cm
Weight: 1,000 kg
Volume: 2,400 l (3,000*)
Oil requirement: from 60-220 l/min–200 bar
Spreading length  
per filling**: 8 km (10 KM*)
Attachment: Volvo BM
Weight: 950 kg  980 kg
Oil requirement: 180 /min - 190 bar
Attachment:  Optional (extra equipment)

  * With extension frames,  
** Assuming 200 grams per square metre.

SMA 2400

SMA  2400

High spreading width, 
unique adjustment of 
spreading volume
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SPREADERS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY SV 5000 / 8000

Wheeled spreader developed on the basis of the trailer 
principle for maximum spreading capacity. High volume, 
comfort for the driver and Tokvam's well-tested 
spreading principle makes this a winning product for 
customers with large spreading jobs to complete and in 
areas where there are few options to refill on the way. 
Available in two sizes with 5,000 or 8,000 litre volume.  
Can handle the majority of spreading materials.

The SV models are based on the same spreading principle as all the 
Tokvam SMA models and are therefore fully tested. The models have 
been designed to handle a number of different types of spreading 
material, including gravel and salt. The material is spread using a rotating 
roller. The volume of spreading material is determined by the speed of 
the roller, which in turn is regulated hydraulically using a volume control 
valve and operated by the tractor's hydraulic system. The models can 
also be equipped with remote control of volume (optional). The machine 
comes as standard with volume control valve, maintenance free LED 
light, mechanical rapid dumping, powerful studded lorry tyres and 
hydraulic brakes.

Optional equipment:
Remote control of spreading volume
Hydraulic operation of quick canopy
Ball-and-socket gear shift puller

Total width: 250 cm 250 cm
Container volume: 5,000 8,000
Length with puller: 305 cm 305 cm
Height: 204 cm 274 cm
Total weight*: 9,200 kg 14,000 kg
Dead weight: 1,750 kg 2,100 kg
Oil requirement: Min 30 l/min Min 30 l/min
Wheels: 385/65R22,5 with studs 385/65R22,5 with studs 
Wheel rim: 8 bolt  10 bolt
Spreading length 
per filling*: 15 km 24 km

* Assuming 200 grams per square metre

SV 5000 / 8000 /

High capacity and 
market leader for difficult 
spreading materials!
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SNOW BLADE
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

A tractor blade for professional use. With its robust design, 
excellent scraping capacity and full range of equipment, 
this is the first choice for professional users. Can be used 
for keeping roads clear in the spring and simple snow 
clearing jobs.
The TS PRO models incorporate all the best qualities of Tokvam's products, which 
now include a rear-mounted tractor blade. The TS PRO is a series of heavy-duty 
tractor blades with an extremely robust and strong design. They are far superior to 
any competing device on the market. Both the blade and wheels fully rotate. The 
models also come as standard with lateral movement and rotation. The user is able 
to adjust the angle between blade and ground, and the blades are safe to use as 
they have a safety valve and accumulator on the rotation cylinder which is triggered 
on impact. The wheels have variable adjustment and can withstand both heavy 
weights and high speeds. Available in two widths; 275 and 300 cm.

Tokvam's KGS snow blade provides a number of benefits 
when compared with other snow blades on the market. 
The snow rolls into the blade, allowing it to operate more 
smoothly and making the snow more compact than with 
machines which push the snow in front of the blade. This 
also allows for savings in both time and fuel consumption.
The total width of the blade is 350 cm. Angled wings are attached to each side by 
plough bolts with a cotter, and are as such easy to remove without tools when you 
want to reduce width for transport. The blade is fitted with variable adjustment 
wheels which accurately regulate their height in relation to the astroturf. The 
wear blade is made from synthetic materials, ensuring a long lifetime, very little 
friction and protection of the astroturf. Thanks to the height and angle of the blade, 
combined with the angle of the detachable wings, there is practically no loss of 
snow and the end result is a clear, tidy astroturf pitch. The shape of the blade 
keeps it "clean", with no snow sticking to the blade. The blade can be equipped with 
several types of attachments and can be used with compact machines with engines 
of 30 to 70 HP.

Total width: 275 cm 300 cm
Blade height: 70 cm 70 cm
Weight: 900 kg 990 kg
Wheels:  540 x 170 6-layer 540 x 170 6-layer
Rotation + Cantilever:       Wholly hydraulic
Max. tractor size:                     250 HP
Attack angle of blade:           3 settings
Attachment:                      3-point 

Working width: 350 cm
Transport width: 273 cm
Height: 70 cm
Weight: 200 kg
Power requirement: 30 -70 HP

TS PRO 300 / 275

KGS – Snow blade for astroturf

Optional equipment:
Attachment
Snow stoppers

Optional 
equipment:
Ice blade
Hydraulic height 
adjustment for wheels

TS PRO 300 / 275

KGS
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SNOW 
PLOUGHS 
TO MAKE   
WINTER  
EASY
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UT U-plough
A U-plough with unique performance. Unique comfort during operation and simple, flexible user 
options with Tokvam's patent pending "FlexFlow" system. The shear angle and design of the blade 
provide high-quality snow rolling capabilities and low fuel consumption. The wings can be moved 
forwards and backwards (180˚) and, as with all Tokvam products, there is a wide range of options. 
 
A patent pending attachment and flow system that effortlessly adapts to the underlying surface 
and is suited to all types of carriers without the need for adaptations. The positive shear angle and 
design of the blade provide high-quality rolling capabilities and, as a result, top class capacity. 

VT V-PLOUGH
We have designed a V-plough with unparalleled performance.  
Unique comfort during operation and simple, efficient and flexible user options. 

A patent pending attachment and flow system that effortlessly adapts to the underlying surface 
and is suited to all types of carriers without the need for adaptations. The positive shear angle and 
design of the blade provide high-quality snow throwing and rolling capabilities.
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SNOW PLOUGHS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

Unique rolling capacity and low transport width provide 
the most productive and flexible U-plough on the market. 
 
The Tokvam UT is available in four different working widths from 400 cm 
to 490 cm. Tokvam's FlexFlow system for flow and attachment (patent 
pending) provides simplicity of use and flexible options for the user. In 
addition to lateral oscillation, the plough has vertical oscillation of 30 cm, 
providing optimum adaptation to uneven surfaces. The system has been 
designed to adapt to all types of carriers.

The FlexFlow system is also available for the plough plate, but only with 
hydraulic flow. The snow plough has a 15˚ positive attack angle in hard-
wearing steel. The positive attack angle ensures that the snow flows 
up into the plough. This combined with the shape of the blade provides 
top quality snow rolling capabilities when operated as a U-plough. The 
benefits of rolling snow as opposed to pushing snow are that rolling is less 
heavy work and the snow becomes more compact and thereby increases 
plough capacity. As a result, you achieve reduced fuel consumption and 
the plough does not steer the carrier. The positive attack angle of the 
wear resistant steel also provides optimum scraping capabilities when 
compared with a straight angle of attack. The construction of the Tokvam 
snow plough is extremely robust with a focus on material selection to 
ensure high strength and a long lifetime. The design includes details such 
as fittings with Hardox wear steel and all bolts made from stainless, 
tempered steel. Moreover, all the joints on the wings are built using ball 
and socket bearings for extended lifetime. This range of U-ploughs has 
a large turning radius and has been designed with sufficient height to 
provide high capacity.

Options with U-plough:
Can be attached to the majority of carriers
Lift for plough plate
Hydraulic adaptation for 1, 2 and 3 double-action outlets on carrier 
Control panel
Wear resistant steel in different designs (VV standard)
Variable height adjustment for skid shoes/disc

UT U-plough

High capacity, low power 
requirement, unique float 
solution and compact design

UT 400-230 400 cm 230 cm 110 cm 1,100 kg 38˚ 15˚
UT 430           430 cm  260 cm 110cm 1,150 kg 38˚  15˚
UT 460-225  460 cm 230 cm 110 cm 1,200 kg 38˚ 15˚           
UT 490-255 490 cm 260 cm 110 cm 1,275 kg    38˚ 15˚           

U-PLOUGH           Max         Min             Height       Weight       Rotation   Shear                width      width                           angle
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UT 400-230 400 cm 230 cm 110 cm 1,100 kg 38˚ 15˚
UT 430           430 cm  260 cm 110cm 1,150 kg 38˚  15˚
UT 460-225  460 cm 230 cm 110 cm 1,200 kg 38˚ 15˚           
UT 490-255 490 cm 260 cm 110 cm 1,275 kg    38˚ 15˚           

U-PLOUGH           Max         Min             Height       Weight       Rotation   Shear                width      width                           angle

SNOW PLOUGHS
WE MAKE WINTER EASY

The Tokvam VT is available in three different working 
widths from 280 cm to 380 cm. Tokvam's FlexFlow 
system for flow and attachment (patent pending) 
provides simplicity of use and flexible options for 
the user. In addition to lateral oscillation, the plough 
has vertical oscillation of 30 cm, providing optimum 
adaptation to uneven surfaces. The system has been 
designed to adapt to all types of carriers.

The FlexFlow system is also available for the plough plate, but only with 
hydraulic flow. The snow plough has a 15˚ positive attack angle in hard-
wearing steel. The positive attack angle ensures that the snow flows up 
into the plough. This combined with the shape of the blade provides top 
quality snow throwing capabilities (diagonal and V) and rolling capabilities 
(Y). Snow throwing capabilities from 12-15 km/hour, depending on the 
quality of the snow. This provides reductions in fuel consumption and the 
plough has less impact on steering of the carrier when ploughing large 
volumes of snow. The positive attack angle also provides higher scraping 
capabilities. Bolted splash protection as standard. The construction of 
the Tokvam snow plough is extremely robust with a focus on material 
selection to ensure high strength and a long lifetime. The design includes 
details such as fittings with Hardox wear steel and all bolts made from 
stainless, tempered steel. All the ploughs in the product range have a 
large turning radius and height to manage large volumes of snow.

Options V-plough:
Can be attached to the majority of carriers
Lift for plough plate
Hydraulic adaptation for 1 and 2 double-action outlets on carrier
Super turn radius (diagonal operation)
Control panel
Wear resistant steel in different designs (VV standard)
Variable height adjustment for skid shoes/disc
LED lights
Side guard/wear resistant steel right/left (resistance for wear on sides 
and prevents the plough getting caught on pavement edges)

VT V-PLOUGH

Top class float and throwing 
capacity and premium 
quality and design

VT 280  280 cm 232 cm 95 cm 650 kg 39˚ 15˚           
VT 320 320 cm 258 cm 125 cm 1,300 kg    39˚ 15˚           
VT 380 380 cm 304 cm 135 cm 1,560 kg 39˚ 15˚

V-ploughs          Max               Min           Height         Weight          Rotation   Shear              width            width       angle
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Tokvam has been developing and 
manufacturing snow removal 

equipment for more than 55 years. 
We invest all our experience and 
knowledge into each and every 

product.
Our burning ambition is to guarantee a machine with 

reliable operation.

This has inspired our "Tokvam Premium Service" offer.

We guarantee a full inventory of critical spare parts 
for all recent machines and provide an extended 
guarantee on a number of components and can 

provide spare parts for up to 30 years. We also have a 
network of dealers 

with a wide geographical spread who can help you 
locally.

If these elements are important for you, then choose 
Tokvam.
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Tel.: +47 61 19 63 77 • info@tokvam.no • Vestre 

Totenveg 1135 • NO-2840 Reinsvoll • Norway 
 

For more photographs and videos, go to:
www.tokvam.no

 
Youtube.com/TokvamAS

Facebook.com/TokvamAS
Instagram.com/TokvamAS
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Our "snow heroes" are all those who work so hard to 
keep our roads open and safe during the winter. They 

are out working while we lie sleeping in our beds, 
making sure we can reach our destination when we 

wake – getting to hospital if required, to school or work. 
Then during the day, they keep on working so we can 

get home again safe and sound.
 

Without our "snow heroes", society would come to a 
standstill during the cold season. 

 
Without our "snow heroes", we would have to wait for 

spring to come.
 At Tokvam AS, we know how hard our "snow heroes" 
work to keep us safe, and we fully support and admire 

each and every one of them. 

Insta

instagram.com/tokvamas
#tokvam

SNOW HEROES


